FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Campogalliano, Italy – January 16th, 2019
Huddle Room Technology, provider of the most innovative Wireless Presentation Systems proudly announces the
appointment of Prodytel Distribution GmbH as its value-added distributor in Germany & Austria.
HRT is the maker of Huddle Hub, the first multi-session wireless presentation system in the Industry supporting up to
4 concurrent sessions on the same hardware. The Huddle Hub supports both legacy-style (device to display) for
traditional meeting rooms use and an unprecedented BYOD scenario (device to device) for use in any physical space
of the corporate building including lobbies, lounges and open spaces.
Beyond enhancing the traditional presentation experience, lowering the cost per concurrent session and unleashing
the power of collaboration in more suitable spaces, HHO offers a unique opportunity for seamless videoconferencing
integration. A new feature “Wireless AV” introduces the concept of “zero-cables design” to define a collaboration
space where both the audio and video of a VC session are connected wirelessly from USB cameras or all in one
video soundbar systems, an industry first.
“We are delighted” says Stefano Spattini, CEO of HRT - “with the opportunity to collaborate with Prodytel, we
appreciate the solution-oriented culture which pervades the company. The vibrant vision on Future Workplace and
BYOD scenarios, their capability to support partners on projects including best of breed components for audio,
video, collaboration and control are impressive.”
“The Prodytel team” - continues Stefano- “presents a unique combination of outstanding technical professionals
who elevate the reputation of the Company to a trusted advisor role and widespread sales force nurturing the
relationships with the best dealers and integrators across the country. Trustworthiness and competence of the
partner team is vital when introducing a new brand in a demanding market like Germany and represent the
foundation of our commitment to Prodytel.”
Christian Carrero of Prodytel comments: “When we saw the Huddle Hub for the first time we realized that this is not
only a next generation of wireless meeting products but that it is really AV converging into IT. Looking at the history
and the knowledge of the people at HRT, it was clear for the Prodytel team that this is a company where we want to
be part of the team.”

About HRT
The mission of HRT is to deliver technological solutions that create the most comfortable and effective experience
for wireless presentation and video communication in huddle rooms. With this goal in mind, HRT conceived Huddle
Hub, the first product designed to supplement the current AV technologies in order to enhance the user experience.
Huddle Hub brings huddle room video communication to an unprecedented level of comfort, effectiveness and
flexibility.
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About the partner
Prodytel was founded more than 10 years ago with the clear vision of AV going more and more into IT applications.
Over the years we have developed a unique knowledge about the converged AV/IT market in Germany and Austria.
However, Prodytel is more than a pure distribution for audiovisual and IT products. Besides of selling hardware and
software to integrators we see ourselves also as a partner of the consultants and the end-users that we support in
their projects with our ideas and visions.
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